
Graphic Design & Photography Specializing in
Large Format Display and Tradeshow Graphics

Because: Whether you are in need of a brochure, 
tradeshow display or a building wrap, we know that 
your image projects everything and it must be perfect 
from the concept through the design to the finished print.
 
MoreMore than likely you have seen our cost effective designs and 
prints in tradeshows and prominently displayed on numerous 
buildings and vehicle wraps.

Why are so many clients  satisfied and refer Ken the Designer?

(949) 413-9791
ken@kenthedesigner.com
www.kenthedesigner.com
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& DesignKen Doty



Ken Doty has over 30 years of experience in Graphic Design and 
Photography. Ken �e Designer began his career as a photographer in 
the early 1970s and merged his artistic talents with photography 
together utilizing an airbrush for retouching photographs along with 
scissors and glue to literally cut and paste. As technology spiraled in 
the 1980s Ken complimented his design and graphic tables with an 
Apple computer. Today a network of computers replaces those 
antiquated design and graphics tables. With a clear concept of creating 
and promoting corporate images Ken’s extensive experience in graphic 
design has a�orded him the opportunities to work on designs from 
brochures, packaging, trade show booths, to vehicle and building 
wraps for clients like Apple, Disney and Sony. During the late 1980s 
Ken developed what is referred today as the “�eory Of Resolution” 
which today is the standard that is used in the Large and Grand 
Format print industries.  Whether your getting prepared for a trade 
show, need a brochure or a billboard, Ken �e Designer’s capabilities 
o�er you the unique ability to artistically and skillfully present your 
products and services from concept to �nish with a cost-e�ective, 
meaningful solution to communicate with your clients.  

 A View  In Los Angles Reveals  The Professional
Digital Imaging And Design Talents Of Ken The Designer
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